
ABOUT SLATE STONE

Slate is a metamorphic rock which means it has been transformed from a per existing rock originally from volcanic ash by
subjecting it to high pressure and extremely high temperatures. The results of this extreme transformation causes
chemical changes and significant physical changes which gives slate its unique texture.

Our Natural Slate Tile comes from all over the world. Depending on how much heat the rock has been subjected to will
depend on what the slate is composed of. Most slate is composed of clay minerals. Slate is commonly known to be gray in
colour and can range from dark to light gray. However slate can be found in other colors such as purple, black, green, red
and brown. The colour and shades of slate is determined by the type of organic material within the rock as well as the
amount of iron present.

Slate has been a popular choice of material to use for thousands of years. Slate is used as chalkboards, billboard
advertisement,memo boards, writing slates, table tops, memorial headstones and much more. Slate is very versatile and
durable and can last for many years to come. Slate requires less maintenance than many other materials leaving it wipe
clean to almost any liquids and will never stain. Slate is known for its luxurious feel and its elegant look.



Packing:
Strong seaworthy wooden case with fumigation .
Inner packing: Foam box or carton .
Outer packing: Wooden case.
65-75 sqm/wooden case, weight is 1.1-1.2 ton/wooden case
Available in Customized packing requirements;
Delivery: about 15 days after order confirmed



Water proof
Average water absorption of our slate is 0.4%(maximum water
absorption of BS EN1236 is 0.6%).

Calcium content
Our slate is certified by the European authorities testing organization
Calcium content calcium content is 0, without color changing in 70 years(calcium is
affected by water which causes carbonation and makes it change color).

Fire proof
Our slate performs very well in fireproofing Construction regulation
points out that the slate roofing is regarded as top level in fireproofing even with

wooden planks paved beneath.

Corrosion resistance
After soaking the slate for 10 days in sulfuric solution with an acid
concentration of 40%, the slate hasn't changed in any way.

Durability
The slate does not change color under sunlight and has a strong resistance to cold.
These characteristics guarantee that our slate last
more than 70 years.

TWOWAYS TO INSTALL ROOF SLATE: With Nails Or with Hook




